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Since 1923, C&EN has been the premier newsmagazine reporting and
analyzing every major event, trend, and development in the chemical
enterprise. With the launch of C&EN Archives, all that information –
more than 500,000 high-resolution pages of content – is instantly
accessible and fully searchable.
C&EN Archives is fully integrated into the award-winning ACS Web
Editions Platform, so you can instantly search and locate all ACS
Publications content from a single portal.
A special Charter Subscription rate is available for institutions. Or
choose the one-time payment option. For more information, contact
your ACS Representative or go to pubs.acs.org/cen-archives
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IEEE Xplore® Digital Library
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Access cutting-edge IEEE journals and conference proceedings
View over 2 million full-text documents shaping industry today
Customize subscription options to your degree program
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Free Trial!
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A new, rapid-publication journal
for the physical sciences

Get read. Get recognized.
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Advance your reputation—advance your career
AIP Advances (aipadvances.aip.org) is a new open access journal, just
launched by the American Institute of Physics. Focusing on research in
applied physical science, it uses the latest technology to help your work
stand out, putting it at the heart of conversations taking place in science
today.
Authors of accepted manuscripts pay a processing fee to make their work
freely available and articles are published under a Creative Commons
license, ensuring that authors retain copyright to their work. Peer review
is overseen by a prestigious team of Editors–including Vincent H. Crespi,
A. T. Charlie Johnson, Enge Wang, Robert H. Austin, and Masaaki Tanaka.
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Delivering Answers
The SPIE Digital Library offers your engineers, faculty, and students the tools
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Annual Reviews intelligently synthesizes
critical literature in the Biomedical, Life,
Physical, and Social Sciences, including
Economics. Your patrons can rely on Annual
Reviews to assess the available research
and deliver the ideas that matter, to cut out
the noise, and to meet their research needs
efficiently and in a timely manner.
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The ASME
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www.asmedl.org

Meet your research needs with subscription
access to journals, conference proceedings,
and books on a single platform

Subscribe now to more ASME journals and
conference proceedings for less money
with ASME 2011 Subscription Packages

All 24 of ASME's Transactions Journals plus Applied
Mechanics Reviews, and more than 100 ASME annual
conference proceedings volumes – totaling over 60,000
articles and papers – are available to subscribers on a
single platform with integrated searching and linking
features! New content is added continually.

Save when you subscribe to all 24 ASME Transactions
Journals (Package 1) in print and online.

Just a Click Away…
Now engineers, scientists and researchers have a full
range of information, features, and services right at
their fingertips:
• Contents alerts and
RSS feeds
• Abstract-level searching
without subscription
• Links to cited source
articles from other
publishers via CrossRef
• Links to abstracting
and indexing databases
enabling the retrieval of
related articles including
those that cite source
material

• Ability to download
citations to a variety
of citation managers

Save on conference proceedings packages designed
for specific areas of interest including engineering
technology, energy and power, design, manufacturing
and systems engineering, and pressure technology and
pipelines. Go to www.asmedl.org for complete details
of subscription packages.
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eBooks Package

• COUNTER compliant
statistics and usage
reports
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• Full-text articles
(for subscribers)

Standard 12-month subscription for 2011

Option 1 Annual Subscription
Access to the entire eBook collection

• Pay-per-view available

Cost: $2,500

• Hosted on the
Scitation® platform

Option 2 One-time Purchase
Continuous access to the current titles of the
entire eBook collection
Cost: $12,500

To order a subscription package, contact your subscription agent or ASME at:
1.800.843.2763 or 1.973.882.1167

email: infocentral@asme.org
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